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All Content Dashboard

SESSION NAVIGATOR
Move between practice areas.

TITLES
Browse or search and alphabetical list of all the titles in your subscription.

USER MENU
View account information, set default Home Page or Log Out.

NEWS HEADLINES
Over 70 critical/relevant Corporate Counsel topics.

TOPICS
Access content grouped by category.

TOOLS
Federal & Multistate Tools to help guide you.

NEWS
Sign up for email delivery of Dailies, Newsletters and Treatise Updates.

PRACTICAL CONTENT
Access smart charts, smart tasks, guidebooks, answer books, decision trees, forms and calculators.

PRIMARY LAW
Full compilation of Laws, Regs and Cases.
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Practice Area Dashboard

SEARCH TIPS
View operators, connectors and wild cards, with examples.

HISTORY
Access documents and searches from prior research.

FOLDERS
View account information, set default Home Page or Log Out.

SEARCH HEADLINES
View and sign up for daily news specific to this topical dashboard.

CUSTOMIZE
Select which items you want to see within each group on your dashboard.

SEE ALL
View all titles available under this group.
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Access additional training resources via
https://frus.wolterskluwer.com/training.
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Search Results

FILTERS
Refine search results by Document type, Treatise title, Court and more.

RECORD KEEPING OPTIONS
Select documents to add (Folders or Favorites), Print, Email or Download.

SEARCH LINK
Click to create a shareable link to your search results.

SORT BY
Arrange search results by Relevance, Date or Document Type.

SAVED ITEMS
View your Saved Searches, Notes & Highlights and Favorites.

OPEN IN NEW TAB
Check the box to view a document in a new browser tab.

COLOR-CODED RESULTS
Find document types quickly and easily.
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